
Death Guns 1451 

Chapter 1451: Unexpected Turn Of Events 

Alex leaped into the air and stepped onto his Heaven Soaring Shuttle. He instantly flew up to an altitude 

of 100 to 200 meters. 

He looked down from above and spread out his Divine Sense while listening closely. 

"BOOM!" 

A weak sound carried from afar. 

"Hm? There's a sound!" Alex's eyes flashed and, with a thought, instantly flew over there. 

He drew across an arc as he landed. 

At this moment, Lloyd, Connan, and Blood Shadow Ethan were currently surrounding two golden yellow 

weeds as they swiftly dug the dirt beneath them. 

"Hey, what're you guys up to?" A sound rose. 

Lloyd and the others' faces changed. They turned their heads Alex, who was standing on his Heaven 

Soaring Shuttle, slowly descended as he smiled at Lloyd and the others. Lloyd and the others cursed in 

their hearts, wasn't this Alex supposed to be chasing that muscular man, that idiot Gregory? Even if they 

made some sounds, they shouldn't have attracted Alex's attention. 

They didn't want to make any sounds at all, but how can you not make any sounds when fighting with 

spirits of nature? 

"Go!" Lloyd howled. 

The three of them immediately sprinted away. 

"Hmph, that Gregory has a Chaos Armor set, so I can't attack a turtle with its head tucked in. Two out of 

the three of you have Chaos Armor sets, but after all one of you doesn't.'' Alex's gaze locked onto the 

savage brute--Connan, and let out a smile. 

Whoosh! 

He directly chased after the savage brute Connan. 

He chased after him intending to crush him but unexpectedly Connan stopped with his arms raised. 

''You're not going to run away?" 

Connan laughed helplessly as he said. "Mister, my strength, isn't comparable to yours. I, admit defeat! I, 

am willing to give, all the spirits of mana, to you!" 

"Hehe!" Alex smiled out of surprise. 

〖Don't say you're going to believe him. Be prudent it might be a trap.〗Silveria's voice rang out inside 

his head making him smile. 



'Don't worry, I'm not that dumb.' 

His response reassured Silveria and she decided to just watch. 

Connan was laughing bitterly inside. Currently, he wasn't scheming anything, just wanted to live and 

maybe regroup with powerful fighters and reclaim what had been lost. He could only give in because at 

the moment alone he wasn't Alex's match. 

Six throwing knives can instantly blast him into mush; Connan didn't have a Chaos Armor. 

"Good, I know that you must have a spirit of mana, hand them.'' 

"I won't kill you" 

"Okay!" Connan nodded. 

"Catch!" Connan took out the 3 thousand year willow hearts and directly tossed them towards Alex. 

"Good!" Alex smiled as his spiritual force wrapped around the 3 thousand year willow hearts and placed 

them next to his 10,000-year willow heart in his item box. 

''Okay, I'll be going, hopefully, we'll never meet again.'' Connan feeling bitter declared before trying to 

go but what Alex said next forced him to halt his steps. 

''Don't worry we'll never met again.'' Alex declared coldly, Connan felt something was not right he spun 

and tried to look at Alex but all he was was a bullet greeting him before his world went dark. 

''The end!" 

Alex had used Nyx to eradicate Connan from this world. The reason for Alex's action was simply because 

he felt chaos energy from Connan which meant he was from the enemy's camp so naturally he had to 

die. The others have to die as well. 

Using his Spiritual Force Alex picked up the space ring on the dead Connan's middle finger. 

He stepped across space and quickly got rid of the others when he felt the presence of someone else, a 

golden-masked man a few kilometers away. This man was strong. 

However, he seemed not to have noticed Alex's presence, he immediately headed deeper into the misty 

island as if going after something and Alex's eyes shone, there must be a treasure there Alex thought 

and was ready to go on another treasure hunt.I think you should take a look at 

Just as Alex was about to chase after this man something unexpected happened. 

BOOM~ 

In the night, the entire misty island shook, which shocked Alex. 

The golden-masked man came back in a rush. 

Whoosh! 



In the distance, a black purplish vine that had a diameter of 20 cm shot towards him with just a glance, 

you couldn't tell how long the vine was. From the naked eye, one could see a length of 500 to 600 

meters; there was still an unknown length in the distant mist. 

As if a vine that stretched across the sky. 

This vine was like a tentacle that stretched across hundreds of meters, and was still rapidly extending as 

it wrapped towards the golden masked man. 

〖Better not think confronting this thing, you better escape Alex, did you hear me escape quickly.〗

Silveria shouted. She seemed scared but this thing and Alex could feel it. 

He immediately escaped using the Heaven Soaring Shuttle, he quickly escaped. 

Upon putting a good distance between him and the misty island Alex observed the misty island from 

afar. 

"This vine!" 

Alex was absolutely shocked when he saw it. The black purplish vine that extended from the distant mist 

seemed infinite. It was like a rumbling, gigantic python that chased after the escaping golden-masked 

man. He was not lucky like Alex nor he has someone named Silveria. 

Above the misty island, the vines that pierced through the sky were like the tentacles of the misty island. 

They crazily danced from every direction as they surrounded the golden-masked man! The golden-

masked man was extremely fast. One movement of his body could move him across a distance of a few 

hundred meters. With this, he should be able to shake off the vines easily. 

However, the vines themselves were too peculiar! 

They could freely twist and move! They moved so quickly that they left behind tons of afterimages, not 

allowing the golden-masked man to escape at all. 

The golden-masked man had blades that were as thin as a cicada's wing in each hand, as if they were 

transparent ice blades. They cruelly collided with the approaching black purplish vine. 

Under the attack of the two ice blades, the black purplish vine that had a diameter of 20 cm was barely 

cut open at a depth of 1 cm. However, this wound instantly healed in virtually a blink of an eye. 

Immediately, shockwaves visible to the naked eye flew in every direction. The trees below that seemed 

to touch the sky were all smashed into pieces by these shockwaves. 

The golden-masked man was the only person left in the air on the misty island. And he was still being 

chased by that vine! 

The golden-masked man was as fast as lightning as he escaped. 

Pah! 

This is a sky-shattering sound. 



The vine whipped like a whip. That dark purplish vine that was over 1,000 meters long whipped 

ferociously. When it retracted and then extended, it caused an amazing sonic boom. 

RUMBLE~ 

Looking from afar with his sharp sight Alex could see everything, the entire misty island rumbled. 

Another black purplish vine that you couldn't see the end of swiftly extended out of the mist. Now there 

are two black purplish vines, no! The entire misty island rumbled as a third black purplish vine that 

seemed to stretch across the land extended out of the mist. 

A fourth vine then a fifth vine appeared, and shortly later another vine appeared. 

Normally from normal people's naked eyes, they couldn't tell how long each vine was, but Alex was 

different, to him they were over 1,000 meters long. Each vine had a black purplish color and had a 

diameter of 20 cm. They were all extremely tough. Even existences surpassing the Master level can't do 

anything against them, maybe only powerful Demigods could hope to achieve something and even this 

would be extremely difficult Alex thought. 

The six vines crazily danced in the air on the misty island. The golden-masked man barely dodged each 

of their attacks. 

Under the attacks of the six black purplish vines, the extremely tiny golden-masked man instantly 

transformed into a white light. He was extremely fast and virtually instantly escaped the area where the 

six vines were attacking. 

It was what Alex thought and the man as well but just as he was about to completely get out of the 

range of the misty island another vine appeared, this one was smaller than the other six but fast, it was 

so fast that it the blink of an eye it caught up with the fleeing man before wrapping around him. 

The man found to his horror his inability to muster any strength, he was completely helpless against this 

vine as he got dragged back onto the misty island, he knew death was the only outcome. 

''NOOOOO-------!" 

That was the last cry he would emit before getting crushed. 

Alex felt a shiver down his spine and immediately stepped across space and vanished. 


